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5   What do we know? Paving the way for local deductions

As a prelude to tackling the GCSE geometry questions discussed in the previous chapter, one of the teachers 
asked her students to write down what they knew about angles. This write-down-what-you-know approach was 
used quite widely by the project teachers. It is a useful way of deciding what mathematical information is going to 
be accepted as ‘true’ and which can thus be used to build proof arguments. It is also allows the teacher to sidestep 
the problem of systematising a mathematical domain, and to focus just on local deductions. The approach carries 
a certain amount of risk, since it puts considerable responsibility on the students and one does not know how they 
will respond. It can also be enjoyable and illuminating as students often come up with surprising responses.

In this chapter we report on teachers’ use of this approach in the domain of odd and even numbers. This domain is 
fairly familiar to students and requires relatively little prior mathematical knowledge to develop proof arguments.    

We start with a top set Year 7 class where the teacher wanted students 
to decide whether statements like “Even + Odd = Even” are true or 
false and to justify their conclusions. She began the lesson by giving 
each student an A5 sheet of paper with “Odds and Evens” printed on it 
(right). The students were asked to write down what they knew about 
such numbers, which was followed by a class discussion where some of 
the students’ ideas were written on the board. The sheets of two of the 
students, Sandra and Lena, are shown below.

Before discussing these responses in detail, it is worth 
digressing briefly to consider the fact that some of 
the statements could have been written after the class 
discussion. Thus, for example, there was quite a long 
discussion about using algebra to represent odd and 
even numbers, which not initiated by Sandra or Lena, 
and it is possible, therefore, that Lena copied the 
statements “even = 2x” and “2x − 1 = odd” from the 
board. Of course, this would be quite legitimate and 
would indicate that Lena had gained something from 
the class discussion, which might, on the other hand, 
have passed Sandra by. It is important to realise that 
in classwork like this, which is rich in ideas, students 
will not be equally receptive, even in a setted class. 
One way that we have observed teachers respond to 
this is by asking students to attempt a task for a second 
time, after it has been discussed in class. This enables 
students to adopt ideas that they found appealing, and 
provides teachers with evidence of this occurring.

It is clear that Sandra and Lena had extensive 
knowledge about odd and even numbers and how they 
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behave, as did most members of the class. Students 
may find it informative to compare the different forms 
in which the ideas are expressed, eg in words as was 
the case with Sandra, or in symbols as occurred in 
some of Lena’s statements; strangely, none of the 
students, as far as I am aware, used dot patterns or 
other visual representations (although several did in 
the classwork that followed). It can also be useful to 
compare different formulations of an idea (including 
features such as explicitness, precision and the use 
of technical terms): for example, while Lena wrote 
that “All positive even numbers are in the 2 times 
table”, Sandra wrote that “All even numbers (can) be 
divided by 2”; another student’s statement was similar 
to Sandra’s but more explicit: “Even numbers can 
divide by 2 to make a whole number”. There were also 
interesting examples of students trying to come to grips 
with algebra, as in this statement given by Lena and 
several other students: O ÷ 2 = x.5 (which presumably 
translates into something like “When an odd number is 
divided by 2 the result ends in 0.5”). Asking students to 
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reflect on such features gives them the opportunity to 
develop their explanation skills. 

After the class discussion, students were given a 
worksheet containing statements about the combination 
of odd and even numbers. Sandra’s sheet is shown 
below. Her initial approach seems to have been to 

generate several examples to show whether or not a 
given statement is true. This is a very common strategy, 
even amongst much older students, as our research 
has shown. However, Sandra seems to appreciate the 
need to go beyond this in that she produced some 
quite effective explanations to show why the various 
statements are true or false. Her explanations involve 
dot patterns to show the structure of odd and even 
numbers and their combinations. 

For the first statement (Even + Even = Even) she shows 
the structure of even numbers by putting a rectangular 
border around pairs of dots, using the example 4 + 2 
= 6, and it is quite possible that this example is being 
used generically, ie as being typical of the sum of any 
pair of even numbers.

Sandra’s response for the second statement (Even 
+ Odd = Even) is more problematic. For a start, she 
gives five examples where one would be enough to 
show the statement is false. This indicates a tentative 
understanding of the role of counter examples, 
though it may simply mean that she is acting on the 

common belief that one should give lots of examples 
in mathematics. Her use of dot patterns is not as salient 
as for the first statement, which may partly stem from 
the fact that the numbers (3 and 2) in her example are 
not well chosen: they are really too small to show the 
structure effectively. Also, where the even component 
of the number 3 is shown by a ‘vertical’ rectangle as 
in the first statement, the number 2 is represented by 
a ‘horizontal’ rectangle. However, she does rescue 
the situation somewhat why directing our attention 
to the singleton in the result, and by explaining that 
“to be an even number it has to be a perfect square 
or rectangle”. Given the above shortcomings, her 
response to the third statement (Odd + Odd = Odd) 
is all the more powerful. Here she has given just one 
example, involving quite large (but not unmanageable) 
numbers and she has drawn a compelling but simplified 
dot pattern: the structure of the numbers is plain to see 
- and not just the odd-ness of the starting numbers but 
the even-ness of the result, because of the clever use of 
‘jigsaw’ pieces (as she herself calls them), on the verge 
of being joined together.

We do not know whether the progress that Sandra 
appears to have made in her responses to just three 
short tasks is genuine or hit and miss. But either way, 
there is a rich opportunity here for the teacher to draw 
out the strengths of Sandra’s response to the third 
statement.

Lena’s worksheet is shown below. It will be recalled 
that Lena had used algebra to express some of her 
statements about odds and evens. She also used algebra 
to answer the tasks on the worksheet.

Lena

Sandra
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Lena had earlier written that “even = 2x” and she 
now used this to prove the truth of the first statement. 
The proof is impressive although it is perhaps rather 
condensed (for example, it might be thought helpful to 
have a reason for the statement “4x = even”, such as 
“because it is a multiple of 2”, rather than treating it 
as obviously true - but then where would this process 
stop?!). The proof also lacks complete generality as 
the first line refers only to the sum of identical even 
numbers. A similar limitation applies to her other two 
proofs.

The crossed out portion of her second proof is also of 
interest. Here she seems to have written 

4x = even
+ odd (meaning ‘the addend 1 is odd’?)
even + odd = odd.

On the face of it, this seems to be a coherent argument. 
However, the last statement (“even + even = odd”) is 
equivalent to saying that the statement “Even + Odd 
= Even” is false, which is what she is trying to prove. 
Thus Lena may have crossed out the argument because 
she sensed it was circular. 

The students in this top set Year 7 class produced a 
variety of other interesting ‘proofs’. Several students 
who gave just empirical proofs for the first statement 
(Even + Even = Even”), stressed that one could choose 
‘any’ or ‘random’ even numbers, 
as in the first three of these five 
extracts (right).

Some students used a very 
tangible definition of even 
numbers as being made up of 
“lots of 2s” as in the last two 
extracts (right). (The first of these 
students also has an impressive 
command of punctuation 
- leaving aside the use of the 
greengrocer’s apostrophe!)

This class produced a diverse 
range of thought provoking 
proofs, which gives the teacher 
considerable scope for class 
discussion. The quality of the 
proofs was high, with many 
focussing on the structure of 
odd and even numbers. This 
compares favourably with proofs 
given by the high attaining Year 
10 students in the Longitudinal 
Proof Project sample. In turn this 
suggests that if students are used 
to an enquiry-based classroom 
culture and are encouraged to 
think about structure, then many 

will succeed in doing so. To underline this point, we 
look next at a Year 7 class from another school which 
was described as being the 7th lowest attaining set out 
of eight.

This class were also looking at odd and even numbers. 
The teacher began the lesson by handing out A6-sized 
pieces of scrap paper on which the students were asked 
to write a number. Students were then asked to hold 
up their number if they thought it was odd (and later, 
even). There was a brief class discussion about why 
students thought their number was odd or even and 
they were then asked to illustrate what they meant 
by odd and even on the reverse side of their scrap 
paper. Some students were bemused at first and there 
seemed to be quite a high degree of risk in the teacher’s 
approach. At the same time, students were intrigued by 
the flow of the lesson and seemed pleased to be asked 
for their ideas. In the event, the students demonstrated 
that many had quite well formed ideas about odd and 
even numbers, as four of the five examples on the next 
page show (though it is not entirely clear what the 
example with the hands signifies).

Thus for example, students expressed the notion that 
even numbers can be split into two equal ‘columns’, 
that odd numbers do not form two equally balanced 
parts, and that odd and even numbers alternate on a 
number line. Students were invited to write their ideas
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on the board (bottom of page, below), where it can be seen that one student had the rather nice, concrete notion of 
representing even numbers by 2p coins.

As students wrote on the board and explained their ideas, these were skilfully ‘reflected back’ to the class by 
the teacher. The discussion gave students the chance to pick up ideas that they found salient and the students’ 
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Effective use of 2p coins and of ‘dot’ patterns to show 
whether (but not why) the result is odd or even (though it 
is not clear how the dot pattern would evolve for larger 
numbers)

Tentative use of columns, though the highlighting and 
idiosyncratic positioning of the singleton and the lack of 
precision (especially in the 3rd drawing) indicate that the 
rationale may not be fully understood

Effective use of dots to show whether given numbers 
(though not the result) are odd or even and effective but 
unsystematic use of coins to represent given numbers

Effective use of coins to show whether the result is odd or 
even, and applied to large numbers. 

An attempt to use coins and dots but does not show 
structure effectively and produces a strange hybrid 

subsequent written work suggests that many did this with some success. Students were given a set of worksheets 
with partial statements about combining odd and even numbers which they were asked to complete, to exemplify 
and to explain. Extracts from some of the completed sheets, with comments, are shown below.
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These responses lack the power and precision of 
some of the top set Year 7 proofs discussed earlier. 
Also few if any of the responses really get to grips 
with explaining why a result must be odd or even. 
Nonetheless many students in the class found at least 
one effective way of conveying the structure of odd 
and even numbers, and there is no reason to believe 
that this could not be taken further in subsequent 
lessons. The lesson demonstrates that even students 
deemed to be low attainers can engage seriously and 
productively with mathematical structure if given the 
chance to do so.

We report now on another teacher working with a low 
attaining Year 7 class (set 3 of 4). This teacher was also 
working on odd and even numbers, and as with the 
lesson just described, she started in a very open way, by 
simply asking students to ‘draw’ two odd numbers and 
the result of adding them (they had each been given a 
blank sheet of A4 paper). Again, students were initially 
unsure of what was required but they soon became 
engrossed in the task and spent perhaps 10 to 15 to 
minutes on their drawings.

Leaving the task open in this way sent a clear signal 
that the teacher was curious about and valued the 
students’ ideas, and this was reflected in the effort 
they put into their work and the enjoyment they 
derived from it. The drawings turned out to be very 
informative, both in terms of revealing individual 
students’ thinking and in illuminating the web of ideas 
that the addition of odd numbers entails. Most students 
demonstrated that they had some genuine insight into 
the structure of odd and even numbers. Many students 
used abstract or semi abstract shapes to represent their 
numbers (eg patterns of dots or sweets), but some 
drawings were more elaborate and figurative. Such 
drawings might be regarded as less mathematical, but 
some of them had considerable charm and they offered 
a useful contrast to the more abstract drawings for 
students to think about.

The drawing below, by student PT is fairly typical. 
PT has an effective way of showing that the starting 
numbers 3 and 5 are odd and that the resulting sum, 8, 
is even. However, the drawing does not show explicitly 
why the result must be even.

In the next drawing (top, right) by student ME, the 
representation of odd and even numbers is perhaps not 
as elegant, but the pairing of elements is more explicit 

and an attempt is made to spell out the definition of 
an odd number - as having “one left over”. As with 
PT, we see that the result is even but not why this is a 
consequence of adding two odd numbers.

The drawing below, by NA, is similar to ME’s, with 
elements again explicitly grouped in pairs, but the 
situation is slightly less abstract, with apples rather 
than dots and the inclusion of the context of a shop 
- in which it is just possible to discern the resulting 12 
apples, grouped in 6 pairs.

The next three drawings (below) are similar to the 
ones above. They nicely show the structure of the odd 
starting numbers and the even result, but the necessity 
of an even result is again not brought out.

Student PT

Student ME

Student NA
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Student RG (right) has illustrated 
the sum of 5 and 7. His patterns 
again nicely show the oddness 
of each starting number, but in 
contrast to all the other examples 
considered so far, RG has 
also successfully arranged the 
patterns to show why the result 
must be even. Of course, it is 
possible that this ‘interlocking’ 
arrangement was fortuitous, 
especially as in his second 
drawing of the combination this 
internal structure has been lost.

The drawing below is a rare example of a student who 
has not found an effective way to use dot patterns to 
show the structure of odd numbers. The student has 
been quite ambitious in the size of numbers chosen and 
it is possible that this has added to his difficulties.

The final selection of examples from this class shows 
two highly figurative drawings. These both contain 

details which go far beyond what is necessary to 
show structure, but which nonetheless illustrate it in a 
graphic and engaging manner. 

In the case of student AW (below), two odd numbers 
are shown by means of smiling boy/girl pairs and a 
sad singleton. 
Student EM 
(below, right) 
has a rather 
disorientating, 
self-referential 
representation 
of the numbers 
3 and 5, where 
the pattern 
elements are 
animated 
versions of the 
symbols ‘3’ 
and ‘5’. The 
structure of 
the individual 
odd numbers 
is indicated 
in perhaps too 
subtle a way 
(by means of an 
“odd one out” 
hairstyle), but 
the evenness 
of the result 
is shown very 
nicely by 
pairing off 
the symbols 
(and with the 
symbols with 
the “odd one 
out” hairstyles 
coming 
together).

The risks taken 
by this teacher, 
in starting with 
such an open 
task, paid off 
hugely. Apart 
from the sheer 
pleasure that 
the students’ work has given (to them and to us), the 
students had the time and space to show, despite being 
placed in a low mathematics set, that many of them 
have genuine insight into the structure of odd and even 
numbers. Their drawings also provide rich material 
for discussion which can be used to consolidate and 
develop their understanding.

Student RG

Student EM

Student AW
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 A more directive approach   In this 
chapter we have been emphasising the 
benefits of an open teaching approach. 
However, at some stage in a lesson or 
sequence of lessons, a teacher will want 
to direct students’ thinking to a particular 
idea, which may or may not have come 
from the students themselves. When 
and how this is done, is a matter of 
careful judgement. It too involves taking 
risks, since students may struggle to 
comprehend the idea or see its relevance.

We conclude this chapter by considering 
an incident where a teacher did adopt a 
directive approach and which turned out 
to be effective (at least for one student, 
Brian, whom we were observing and 
whose work is shown here). 

This teacher was working on odd and 
even numbers with a middle band Year 
8 class. He started with a very open 
approach. However, later in the lesson 
he became more directive, in order 
to discuss the use of dot patterns to 
represent odd and even numbers.

At the beginning of the lesson, students 
were each given a large (A3) sheet of 
blank paper. They were asked to draw 
a spider diagram (something they were 
used to doing) to show what they knew 
about odd and even numbers. Brian’s 
diagram is shown in the first extract, top 
right. (The completed sheet is shown at 
the bottom of the page.)

Brian demonstrated a sound basic 
understanding of the properties of odd 
and even numbers: “You can’t half 
(sic) an odd number and have a whole 
number”, and “Even numbers are always 
in the two times table”. However, he did not seem 
to know how to apply this to the next task set by the 
teacher:

Can you say that the sum of two consecutive 
numbers must always be odd?

Here Brian adopted an empirical approach, albeit 
using an impressive range of numbers (see the second 
extract, above). He also wrote some general statements 
about pairs of consecutive numbers (that one will be 
odd and one even) but he did not refer to the structure 
of the numbers.

At this point the teacher gave an exposition about how 
dots (arranged in two equal columns) can be used to 
represent odd numbers (where there will be one dot 
left over) and even numbers (where there will be no 

dot left over). As the third extract shows (above), Brian 
was clearly receptive to the teacher’s ideas. Thus he 
produced a structural proof not just for the original 
task, but also for the case where the given numbers are 
both even or odd.   


